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•

Led by Wyoming Game and Fish Department
(WGFD)

•

Sets priorities for habitat protection and
restoration across the state (state-managed
lands and other lands)

•

Updated every ~5 years

•

Has not previously considered climate
change, but WGFD wanted to include in
2020 update

Goals for WCS-WGFD Collaboration
(via 1:1 interviews and group discussion with core team at WGFD)

• Increase knowledge of climate change impacts; climate-informed
planning and actions; and relevant climate change experts
• Incorporate climate-informed actions into the Statewide Habitat
Plan
• Identify management-relevant gaps in climate information
• Advance learning on methods for linking climate research with
natural resource management decision-making

Co-Production Process & Methods
Clarify decisions &
decision context

Review previous Statewide Habitat Plan;
Discussions with WGFD core team

Synthesize available
climate science

Discussions with core team at WGFD and climate experts;
Synthesis of projections led by Dr. Imtiaz Rangwala (NC-CASC)

Co-produce climateinformed actions &
information gaps/needs

Participatory climate change
planning workshop; Online survey

Use co-produced
information in nearterm planning

Meetings with WGFD core team

Evaluate
outcomes &
methods

Online surveys; Semistructured interviews;
Document analysis

Participatory Climate Change Planning Workshop
Virtual (thanks, COVID!)

Goals:
1. Learn about the best-available climate

change projections relevant to river, riparian,
and wetland habitats in Wyoming;

2. Explore the ecological consequences of those

climate changes;

3. Identify climate-informed habitat protection

and restoration actions relevant to the
WGFD Statewide Habitat Plan (SHP); and

4. Develop a list of data, information, and

Attendees: 25-55 WGFD staff & 10-14 external climate
experts (varied by day & session)
Format: 3-hour climate science webinar followed by 2
days of interactive breakout discussions (4 geographies)

analyses that would be useful for making
climate-informed habitat management
decisions.

Participatory Climate Change Planning Workshop
How might climate change affect WY river, riparian and wetland habitats?
Excerpt from
Google Doc
worksheet

Completed by
workshop
participants

Climate
projections
provided by
Dr. Imtiaz
Rangwala

Continued
on multiple
pages…

Participatory Climate Change Planning Workshop
WGFD staff & external climate researchers
co-produced:

• 70 climate change impacts of concern
• 75+ habitat management actions to help
address climate change impacts
• 44 statements of info needed to make
climate-informed management decisions
in the next 5 years

S. Koenigsberg

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/WGFD/media/content/PDF/Habitat/2020-WGFD-WCS-Workshop-Report.pdf
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• Identify management-relevant gaps in climate information
• Advance learning on methods for linking climate research with
natural resource management decision-making
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As a result of the workshop, did you gain new knowledge
about climate change projections and impacts? (n=35)
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As a result of the workshop, do you feel more comfortable
integrating climate change information into your work? (n=35)
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As a result of the workshop, do you feel more familiar with
approaches and tools for climate change-informed
conservation planning? (n=35)
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As a result of the workshop, do you feel more familiar with
climate change adaptation strategies or actions that are
relevant to your work? (n=35)
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As a result of participating in this workshop, did you “meet” any
new individuals with whom you will likely develop or share
information about climate science in the future? (n=35)
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Incorporating Climate Change into WY Statewide Habitat Plan (SHP)
• In 2015 SHP, “climate” is mentioned 1 time.
• In 2020 SHP, “climate” is mentioned 63 times.
• There is a 3-page section on Climate Change that
summarizes key points from workshop.

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/getmedia/8ba62756-6d1c-4257-8644-82383dfa605a/SHP2020_Final

Incorporating Climate Change into WY Statewide Habitat Plan (SHP)
• Climate change is not just mentioned as a threat, but
also explicitly included in Strategies and Actions.
• 5 out of 30 Strategies (17%) and 30 out of 76 Actions
(40%) were flagged as addressing climate change.

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/getmedia/8ba62756-6d1c-4257-8644-82383dfa605a/SHP2020_Final

Incorporating Climate Change into WY Statewide Habitat Plan (SHP)

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/getmedia/8ba62756-6d1c-4257-8644-82383dfa605a/SHP2020_Final

Incorporating Climate Change into WY Statewide Habitat Plan (SHP)
• For annual funding decisions, projects that address
climate change receive a bonus point.

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/getmedia/8ba62756-6d1c-4257-8644-82383dfa605a/SHP2020_Final

Incorporating Climate Change into WY Statewide Habitat Plan (SHP)
• Plan includes a strategy to “pursue new research and
synthesis of available research to address key climate
change vulnerability and adaptation information
needs”.

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/getmedia/8ba62756-6d1c-4257-8644-82383dfa605a/SHP2020_Final
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Management-Relevant (Salient) Information Needs
What does the Agency need to know in order to make
better climate-informed decisions in the next 5 years?
Workshop participants identified 44 information needs related
to several themes:
• Riparian and wetland ecosystems;
• Aquatic habitat and fisheries;
• Beaver and other process-based restoration approaches;
• Assessments of climate change vulnerability & refugia,
and climate-informed prioritization/planning;
• Invasive species;
• Fish passage and stream connectivity;
• Hydrology and water balance;
• Stream restoration;
• Water management;
• Baseline data and monitoring

Management-Relevant (Salient) Information Needs
Online Survey on Information Needs

HOW USEFUL ARE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION NEEDS TO YOUR ABILITY TO CONSIDER THE
EFFECTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE IN YOUR WORK ON RIVER, RIPARIAN, OR WETLAND HABITATS

Management-Relevant (Salient) Information Needs
“Salient” Information Needs (≥60% “Useful” or “Very Useful” Responses)
Beaver and other process-based restoration approaches:
• Determine how process-based restoration approaches (e.g., beaver dam analogs, beaver, Zeedyk
structures, etc.) affect the timing and quantity of water delivered to downstream water rights holders.
Aquatic habitat and fisheries:
• Develop fish habitat models that incorporate climate variables into stream suitability/vulnerability
analyses for species and assemblages; Identify streams that could become suitable under future
climate scenarios.
Climate refugia, prioritization, and planning:
• Identify climate refugia (within and outside of historic range) for imperiled species that may serve as
key source populations and allow habitat limitations to be addressed.
Invasive species:
• Determine which invasive species we might expect to see that are not yet in Wyoming.
• Identify management or habitat actions that disadvantage invasive fish and plant species.
Hydrology and water balance:
• Understand how upland habitat treatments (juniper removal, sagebrush mowing, etc.) link to water
release into the watershed and system impacts with more intense precipitation events.
Water management:
• Develop a better understanding and examples of tradeoffs for water use and wildlife benefits for flood
versus pivot irrigation.
• Analyze tradeoffs between managing water use for instream vs. out-of-stream habitats (e.g., wetlands)
(i.e., determine habitat and ecosystem function gains and losses per cfs).
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Post-Project Interviews
Interviewees = 6 WGFD managers on the Core Project Team
Interviewers = 2 WCS researchers not involved in project activities
•

Perceptions about the project’s methods (including replicability)

•

Role of the “boundary actor” (Molly)

Post-Project Interview Results – Process & Methods
• The process provided lots of opportunities for WGFD
input and adjusting to meet desired outcomes.
• Workshop format was effective – participation was
strong and shared Google docs encouraged inclusivity
and generated a lot of information.
• Climate data specific to the region made the impacts
more tangible & promoted better engagement.
• The approach that we used to arrive at higher priority
information needs (workshop; survey) was effective.
• Overall, the process and activities were seen as
replicable by others…especially with the support of a
“boundary actor”.

Post-Project Interview Results – Boundary Actor Role
Boundary actor was seen as pivotal to the process

xplane.com

o

Time commitment: Able to engage in the process over time.

o

Ideas on methods: Laid out specific steps for engaging staff at
the workshop and soliciting further input in follow-up surveys.

o

Help drive the process: Asked the right questions to push the
group along; but everyone contributed to the design.

o

Substantive contributions: Assisted the core WGFD team in
processing information provided by staff and outside experts.

o

Relevant knowledge & expertise: Knowledge about climate
adaptation, and connections to other experts, that were local
and relevant.

Boundary actor = helpful, but not sufficient à Outcomes from this project were dependent on WGFD engagement

Take-Home Messages
• State wildlife agencies like WGFD manage wildlife and habitat based on
science…incorporating information about climate change can be challenging and
hard to know where to begin – but there are practical ways to get started:
o Workshop was a feasible way to get input from a lot of people
o The Zoom meeting format spread over several days provided a convenient
and effective venue for participation AND information consolidation
o If possible, seek support from “boundary actors” & regional experts – but
agency engagement is also necessary
•

A plan is only useful when it is actually USED – need to “keep the foot on the gas”

Thank you! Questions?
Link to 2020 Wyoming Statewide Habitat Plan: https://wgfd.wyo.gov/getmedia/8ba62756-6d1c4257-8644-82383dfa605a/SHP2020_Final
Link to 2020 WGFD Climate Change workshop report:
https://wgfd.wyo.gov/WGFD/media/content/PDF/Habitat/2020-WGFD-WCS-Workshop-Report.pdf
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